Since Pearl Harbor, the Young Golf Company produced a vast quantity of munitions and precision war-mate. Present production includes hand grenades and munitions apparatus for the Chicago Chemical Warfare Procurement District.

It's a far-cry from our peacetime production of the "ultra in golf equipment!" It was necessary to practically re-tool our entire plant in record time. Our organization of skilled mechanics has been greatly increased and large numbers of new employees have been trained.

1—Powerful Punch Presses
2—Specially Designed Multiple Drills
3—Speedy Electric Spot Welding
4—Swedging Operation
5—Chamfering Operations

Victory is
Victory is our first job! No effort can be too great! No sacrifice too severe! No cost too high!

We must perpetuate the American way of life. By converting our facilities to warwork, we are actually fighting to protect our right to again produce fine golf equipment for the healthful and wholesome enjoyment of golfers everywhere.
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6—Kick Presses for Cartridge Loading and Crimping
7—Swedging Presses and Turret Lathes
8—Assembling Igniter
9—Packaging Assembled Igniters
10—Carload Shipments go forward